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Abstract

A variety of norms in international and domestic law imply that States have a general obligation to mitigate climate change (e.g. no-harm principle, obligation to protection human rights, public trust doctrine). Yet, a major methodological difficulty is faced when interpreting this general mitigation obligation: how to determine the requisite level of mitigation action? This article identifies and discusses various methods for the interpretation of States’ general mitigation obligation in light of domestic cases. On the one hand, a top-down approach seeks to determine a State’s requisite mitigation action in the light of a global objective on climate change mitigation and of effort-sharing criteria. On the other hand, bottom-up methods put emphasis on the demand for internal consistency, on the obligation for a State not to downplay its contribution to environmental impacts unfolding beyond its territory, and on various emerging transnational standards. The article argues that the top-down and bottom-up approaches enable a sound interpretation of States’ general mitigation obligations especially when these approaches are used in combination.
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I. Introduction

States, governments, corporations and possibly other legal persons or individuals have various obligations with regard to the mitigation of climate change. Some obligations are established by specific instruments, including treaties or unilateral declarations through which States endorse particular objectives and consent to particular commitments, as well as legislation and regulation through which national or subnational governments impose certain obligations on their subjects. Other obligations arise from general norms, such as the no-harm principle in international environmental law, positive obligations to protect the enjoyment of human rights, or (in some domestic legal regimes) the duty of the government to protect environmental resources under the public trust doctrine. These general mitigation obligations may require higher ambition than special obligations, but the content of these general obligations remains largely ill-understood. For example, while the no-harm principle has been interpreted as implying an obligation to prevent activities causing ‘excessive’ greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, Zahar justly noted the risk that ‘the undefined
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3 B Mayer, The International Law on Climate Change (Cambridge University Press 2018), chapter 5.
concept of “excessive” … becomes the horse that does all the work. A rigorous legal methodology needs to be developed to determine the requisite level of mitigation action under general mitigation obligations.

To date, remarkably little attention has been given to this methodological question in the literature on climate law. Yet, the question is assuming an increasing importance in a context where general mitigation obligations are being invoked before multiple courts in various countries. Most recently, in Urgenda v. the Netherlands, the Court of Appeal of the Hague held that the positive obligations of the government of the Netherlands to protect human rights implied a general mitigation obligation, which the Court interpreted as an obligation to reduce national GHG emissions by at least 25% by 2020 (1990 basis). Yet, the analysis through which the Court arrived at this particular target is somewhat confused, and will likely be challenged during the cassation proceedings that the Dutch Government will bring to the Supreme Court. Beyond Urgenda, litigants around the world have been suggesting various methods to interpret a State’s general mitigation obligations, some of which are certainly more convincing than others.

This article focuses on this unique methodological question: how can States’ general mitigation obligations be interpreted? It assumes that the obligation of a national government to mitigate climate change can be interpreted with the same methodology whether the obligation stems from general international law, human rights law or administrative law, among others. While the article focuses on States’ obligations, some of its analysis could be extended to an analysis of general mitigation obligations of non-State actors, for instance under tort law, if such obligations were to be identified.

The analysis that follows distinguishes two methodological approaches. On the one hand, a top-down approach consists in defining a global, long-term objective on climate change mitigation, such as the ‘2°C target,’ to then break it down into a short-term obligation applicable to an individual State. On the other hand, a bottom-up approach builds on the demand for internal consistency in the determination and implementation of a State’s mitigation action, on the obligation for a State not to downplay its contribution to environmental impacts unfolding beyond its territory, and on the emergence of transnational standards

8 Ongoing cases include Juliana v. United States; Plan B Earth v. The Secretary of State for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy (United Kingdom); Carvalho v. Parliament and Council (EU); Environment JEUnesse v. Canada; Pandey v India; Klimaatzaak v. Belgium; and Ali v. Pakistan, among others. Information on these cases can be found on Climate Change Litigation Databases developed by the Sabin Center for Climate Change Law at Columbia Law School, available at <http://climatecasechart.com/>.; and in the database of ‘Climate Change Law of the World’ developed by Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at the London School of Economics and Political Science, available at <http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/>.
9 See infra notes 19 and 20.
on climate change mitigation. Although there is no silver bullet, this article contends that a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches may generally provide viable grounds for an objective assessment of a State’s compliance with its general mitigation obligations.

The article is organized as follows. Section II sets the scene by presenting States’ general mitigation obligations and the issue relating to their interpretation in greater details. Section III presents and discusses the top-down approach, whereas section IV turns to alternative methods using a bottom-up approach. Section V concludes.

II. Background: the interpretation of States’ general mitigation obligations

Climate change has far-reaching consequences on a broad range of physical, ecological, social, economic and cultural values which are protected by international and domestic legal systems. As a consequence, various obligations of States and national or local governments (as well as, arguably, non-State actors) require them to take action to mitigate climate change.

In international law, the overarching principle of sovereign equality implies the obligation for each State ‘not to allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States.’\(^{10}\) As a corollary, courts and tribunals have long recognized States’ obligation to ensure that activities conducted within their territory do not result in transboundary environmental harm (no-harm principle).\(^{11}\) Likewise, the principle of sovereign equality has been interpreted as implying a prohibition of harm to the global environment, hence an obligation to cease excessive emissions of GHGs.\(^{12}\)

Some general treaty provisions are also relevant to climate change mitigation. For instance, as GHG emissions result in a warming and acidification of seawater, the obligation of States to protect and preserve the marine environment under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea implies a general obligation to mitigate climate change.\(^{13}\) Likewise, as the impacts of climate change affect the enjoyment of human rights, the positive obligation of States to take measures to protect the enjoyment of human rights implies a general obligation to mitigate climate change.\(^{14}\) A similar obligation could be inferred from the duty of States to

\(^{10}\) *Corfu Channel case (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland v. Albania) (judgment on merits) [1949] ICJ Rep 4 at 22.*


protect the world’s cultural and natural heritage under the Convention Concerning the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.  

In domestic law, likewise, various norms and doctrines may be interpreted as implying a general obligation for national or local governments to mitigate climate change. Just like human rights treaties, constitutional or statutory rights could imply a general mitigation obligation. Likewise, it has been argued that national or local governments, holding environmental resources in trust for the public, had the duty to protect these resources, including the atmosphere—an argument that the District Court of Oregon appeared ready to consider. General mitigation obligations could also extend to non-State actors. Thus, it was argued in some jurisdictions that large corporations had a general obligation to mitigate climate change under the common law of nuisance, or even perhaps following a horizontal interpretation of certain human rights instruments.

The adoption of special rules destined at addressing climate change does not necessarily exclude the application of general norms. General norms apply most obviously when and where special rules do not apply, for instance, on the international plane, in relation to a State not party to relevant treaties. But even within their scope of application, special rules do not automatically exclude the application of general norms. English courts apply the law of tort, for instance, even though legislation has been adopted, unless the Parliament says otherwise. Likewise, in international law, special rules exclude the application of general norms only when there is some ‘actual inconsistency’ between the special rule and the general norm, or a ‘discernible intention that one provision is to exclude the other.’ As neither condition is fulfilled, the
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19 See American Electric Power v. Connecticut (2011) 564 U.S. 410 (but dismissing the case on the ground that the application of the federal law of nuisance had been displaced by statutory law).


21 See e.g. Barr v Biffa Waste Services [2012] EWCA Civ 312, para 146.

special rules contained in climate treaties do not exclude the application of general mitigation obligations.\textsuperscript{23} Consistently, some Courts have thus applied general mitigation obligations despite the existence of more specific rules.\textsuperscript{24} In doing so, courts take into consideration the special rules (whether treaties or statutes) as part of the context in which general mitigation obligations are to be interpreted,\textsuperscript{25} but courts are not bound to conclude that a State’s requisite action under its general mitigation obligation is limited to the implementation of the international commitment to which it has consented. Courts could conclude that a State’s general mitigation obligations require more than what the State has committed to do.

Yet, difficult questions arise as soon as one tries to interpret general mitigation obligations. Climate change cannot be attributed to the conduct of any particular State taken in isolation: a State’s GHG emissions are ‘a drop in the ocean’\textsuperscript{26}—a tiny contribution to global GHG emissions. Rather, it is the accumulation of such individually harmless levels of emissions, throughout the world and over long periods of time, which is causing a dangerous increase in atmospheric concentrations in GHGs. This certainly does not exempt any individual actor from its obligations: each individual actor must act based on the assumption that others will generally comply with their own obligation, and addressing cumulative environmental damages calls necessarily for all actors to cooperate at their own scale.\textsuperscript{27} But this scattering of responsibilities makes it particularly challenging to determine the requisite level of mitigation action for any individual State. Each State must act to reduce its GHG emissions, but a problematic work of interpretation is necessary to determine how much and how fast.

The following two sections identify two broad approaches to address this question: the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach.

\section*{III. The top-down approach}

One way to determine a State’s general mitigation obligations is to identify a global mitigation objective and to determine the contribution that the State should make to the realization of this objective. Yet, difficulties are faced at both steps. Despite significant progress in international negotiations, there is yet no clear consensus on what precisely is to be achieved through global cooperation on climate change mitigation. Furthermore, there is even less consensus on how this elusive global objective is to be broken down into individual, time-bound targets. In practice, attempts to overcome these difficulties are often fraught with two pitfalls: an excessive reliance on climate science as a ground for value-based decisions, and an elusive analysis of various plausible equity theories. A top-down approach may play a role in determining the requisite level of mitigation action in some cases, but it should be used with great caution. The top-down approach is best used in combination with the bottom-up approach.
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\textsuperscript{23} See B Mayer, ‘The Applicability of the Principle of Prevention to Climate Change: A Response to Zahar’ (2015) 5 Climate Law 1, 15-20; and B Mayer, ‘Construing International Climate Change Law as a Compliance Regime’ (2018) 7 Transnational Environmental Law 115, suggesting that climate treaties are best understood as a collective endeavour to promoting compliance with general obligations on climate change mitigation.

\textsuperscript{24} See for instance, regarding the positive obligation of States to protect human rights, Urgenda (District Court) (n 5) and Urgenda (Court of Appeal) (n 5); Greenpeace Nordic Association (n 16) para 5.2.2. On cases pending before various courts, see note 8.

\textsuperscript{25} See for instance Tatar v Romania, App No 67021/21 (ECtHR, 27 January 2009), where the Court interpreted the positive obligations of a State party to the European Convention on Human Rights in the light of general principles of international environmental law, including the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development; and, in the English law of torts, Allen v Gulf Oil Refining Ltd [1981] AC 1001 (HL).


\textsuperscript{27} See ‘Rio Declaration’ (n 11) principle 7; Center for Biological Diversity v National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 538 F.3d 1172 (9th Cir. 2008) at 1217.
A. Definition of a global, long-term objective

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted in 1992 with the ‘ultimate objective’ to achieve ‘stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.’28 No consensus could be reached at the time on what would constitute a ‘dangerous’ climate change.29 From the late 1990s onward, the European Union promoted the objective of holding the increase in global average temperature below 2°C.30 The ‘2°C target’ was endorsed by Copenhagen Accord31 and then the Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC.32 The Paris Agreement adopted a slightly more stringent objective of ‘holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial level.’33 In order to achieve this objective, the Paris Agreement suggested the need to ‘reach a global peaking of greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible’ and to ‘achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in the second half of this century.’34

The Paris Agreement provides at present the most specific authoritative statement of a global mitigation objective. In principle, climate science can interpret a temperature target in terms of atmospheric concentrations in the atmosphere and, in turn, in terms of mitigation scenarios.35 Yet, what the Paris Agreement’s temperature targets really mean is all but clear. Rather confusingly, they are two temperature targets (1.5 and 2°C). As global average temperature has already increased by around 1°C,36 the two targets seem to suggest rather different global mitigation action. The global mitigation objective is phrased as if it was to distinguish between an obligation of conduct (pursuing efforts towards the 1.5°C target) and a strict obligation of result (holding warming well below 2°C). But applied to an objective rather than an obligation,37 the distinction between means and result is of no obvious consequence. It is unclear how these

28 UNFCCC (n 12) art 2.
29 As a first step, developed States agreed that their GHG emissions had to revert by the end of the 1990s to pre-1990 levels. See UNFCCC (n 12) art 4.2(a) and (b). See also ‘Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change’ (adopted 11 December 1997, entered into force 16 February 2005) 2303 UNTS 162, art 3.1; ‘Doha Amendment to the Kyoto Protocol’ (adopted 8 December 2012, not yet entered into force), art 1(C) (art 3.1bis of the consolidated version of the Kyoto Protocol).
30 See generally S Randalls, ‘History of the 2°C climate target’ (2010) 1 WIREs Climate Change 598.
34 Ibid art 4.1.
35 Memorandum for the applicants in Carvalho (n 15) para 238(b): ‘Scientific analysis can estimate the maximum quantity of emissions that can be released globally in the atmosphere.’
36 See M Allen et al, ‘Summary for Policymakers’ in V Masson-Delmotte et al (eds), Global warming of 1.5°C: An IPCC Special Report (WMO and UNEP 2018) 6, para A.1 (Special Report on 1.5°C), indicating a ‘likely range’ of 0.8-1.2°C. A ‘likely range’ indicates an estimate associated with 66% chance.
37 It has been suggested that Article 2.1(a) of the Paris Agreement creates a ‘collective obligation.’ See e.g. L Rajamani, ‘The 2015 Paris Agreement: Interplay between Hard, Soft and Non-Obligations’ (2016) 28 Journal of Environmental Law 337, 343; A Huggins, ‘The Evolution of Differential Treatment in International Climate Law: Innovation, Experimentation, and “Hot” Law’ (2018) 8 Climate Law 195, 204; C Voigt and F Ferreira, ‘Differentiation in the Paris Agreement’ (2016) 6 Climate Law 58, 69-70; and, in relation to the Kyoto Protocol, J Peel, ‘Climate Change’, in A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos (eds), The Practice of Shared Responsibility in International Law (Cambridge University Press 2017), 1026. If ‘collective obligation’ is understood as a legal obligation belonging to a group of legal persons which does not itself have a legal personality, this concept is at odds with the premise that only a legal
two targets are to be treated when determining how much mitigation action is to be pursued, as neither can simply be disregarded without betraying the terms of the treaty.  

Although the ‘2°C target’ and sometimes the ‘1.5°C target’ became a rallying cry in climate change litigation, few courts or litigants appear to have carried out extensive efforts to interpret the mitigation objective of the Paris Agreement. Oddly enough, these targets were often attributed to climate science, for instance to the IPCC or to a ‘scientific consensus,’ rather than to political agreement. Scientific authority is thus used to cut short potential debates about what the signatories of the Paris Agreement precisely agreed upon while giving a semblance of determinacy and objectivity to a ‘science-based’ objective. While climate science can help to determine the impacts of climate change and the consequences of mitigation action, it is not equipped to make normative judgments about what constitutes a ‘dangerous’ anthropogenic interference with the climate system—a judgment which requires balancing the costs of climate change mitigation with the impacts and risks associated with particular climate change scenarios. The IPCC is bound by its mandate to being ‘neutral with respect to policy,’ which excludes any participation in the normative debate on balancing the costs and benefits of climate change mitigation. Consistently, while the IPCC has noted that the impacts of climate change increase with higher temperatures, it has never supported any particular global objective on climate change mitigation (even though it has obviously helped to inform decisions).

In reality, the two temperature targets endorsed by the Paris Agreement make little concrete difference as neither temperature target is particularly helpful in determining the requisite level of mitigation action. For one, there remains uncertainty of ±0.2°C (66% likelihood) regarding the current level of warming, and, consequently, about the additional warming consistent with either target. Overall, neither the Paris Agreement, nor COP decisions even attempt to provide the sort of technical specifications which would be necessary for a rigorous determination of what level of mitigation action is to be achieved. Thus, per person can hold a legal obligation. See Reparation for Injuries suffered in the service of the United Nations (Advisory Opinion) [1949] ICJ Rep 174, 179. If climate treaties create ‘collective obligations,’ this can only be in the sense of obligations held individually by any State part of the collective (i.e. the Parties). See generally A Zahar, ‘Collective Obligation in the Paris Agreement’ (paper presented at ‘Climate Change and Paris Agreement Workshop’ held in Sun Yat-sen Universityin Guangzhou on 15-16 September 2018, in file with author).


Thomson (n 38) para 11(a).


Strikingly, the Copenhagen Accord (n 31) para 1 and (although more ambiguously) the Cancún Agreements (n 31) para 4 also attribute the 2°C target to science.


See above note 36.

negotiations did not define the time horizon in which global average temperature must be held within 1.5°C or well below 2°C, nor does it specify whether a temporary overshoot is permitted. Nor was an agreement adopted on a definition of ‘pre-industrial levels’ of global average temperature, which can be measured on various periods and through different methodologies (e.g. land and sea surface temperature, or air temperature near surface). Negotiations did not determine whether the targets relate to anthropogenic warming or total warming (including the incidental effect of natural variations). And most importantly, given the high degree of uncertainty about the reaction of the climate system to additional GHG emissions, negotiations did not determine the likelihood that mitigation action must have to achieve the 1.5°C or 2°C targets—should mitigation action be ‘as likely as not’ to achieve the target (50% likelihood) as assumed by the Court of Appeal of the Hague in Urgenda, should it be ‘likely’ (66% likelihood) as argued by applicants in various other cases, or should the likelihood of success be even higher?

Beside these unanswered questions, interpreting a temperature target as a global mitigation objective raises practical challenges that courts and litigants are ill-equipped to address, being often little acquainted with an analysis of complex scientific reports. In Urgenda, the Court of Appeal of the Hague discarded all mitigation scenarios developed in the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) on the sole ground that these scenarios did not categorically exclude the possibility of negative emissions technologies—thus brushing away, in just a few lines, a careful decision of the most authoritative scientific body based on years of debates in the scientific community. Instead, the Court relied on mitigation scenarios developed seven years earlier in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). This led the Court to conclude that atmospheric concentrations in GHGs had to be limited to 450 ppm CO₂ eq by 2100 (‘450 ppm scenario’), in accordance with the AR4’s estimate for a 50% chance of holding temperature within 2°C, even though the AR5 had suggested that a 500 ppm scenario would be consistent with the same likelihood of holding global warming below 2°C.

Pending applications in other cases evidence similar difficulties. The applicants in Environment JEUnesse v. Canada picked the 450 ppm scenario as the scenario that AR5 associated with a 66% likelihood of keeping global warming below 2°C (thus suggesting the same conclusion as in Urgenda, but based on a
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48 See Allen, ‘Framing’ (n 46) 57-59.

49 See Urgenda (Court of Appeal) (n 5) para 12, and generally [placeholder for the reference to a case note on the judgment of the Court of Appeal in Urgenda currently under review].


52 Urgenda (Court of Appeal) (n 5) para 49


54 Urgenda (Court of Appeal) (n 5) paras 12 and 49.


different justification). Yet, the applicants interpreted the 450 ppm scenario as a scenario where atmospheric concentrations in GHGs would never exceed 450 ppm, thus misrepresenting the IPCC AR5’s mitigation scenarios, which admits the possibility of a temporary overshoot. Much less subtly, the claimants in Mataatua District Māori Council v. New Zealand simply stated that, to keep warming within 2°C, ‘it is scientifically considered that greenhouse gas concentrations need to stay below the level of 450 ppm.’ By contrast, according to the applicants in Ali v. Pakistan, ‘the best available scientific knowledge … dictates that to restore a stable climate system, the dangerous levels of CO₂ currently in our atmosphere must be reduced to below … 350 ppm atmospheric CO₂ by the year 2100.’

Even the most rigorous interpretation of global mitigation objectives based on climate science provide very limited indications of the quantity of GHG emissions consistent with the global mitigation objective of the Paris Agreement. These variations appear most clearly with regard to estimates of the remaining ‘budget’ of GHG emissions consistent with particular temperature targets. The IPCC’s latest report estimates the carbon budget (starting 1 January 21018) at 420 GtCO₂ for a 66% likelihood of holding warming below 1.5°C and at 1,500 GtCO₂ for a 50% chance of holding warming below 2°C. These estimates were associated with uncertainties which were ‘increasingly relevant as a specific temperature limit is approached’—up to about 50% variation for 1.5°C-consistent budgets. Overall, these estimates varied significantly from those published by the IPCC just a few years earlier in AR5.

No precise individual obligations could be defined based on such a broad, ill-defined global objective. The drafters of the Paris Agreement would have been particularly ill-advised to adopt such a vague objective if they had in sight that it could be interpreted by national courts in an effort to determine precisely the requisite level of mitigation action at the global level, let alone at the national level. Rather, the temperature target contained in the Paris Agreement should be understood as a vague indication of what the Agreement means by ‘strengthen[ing] the global response to the threat of climate change.’ These temperature targets are a clear indication of the ‘direction of travel,’ and help to communicate the urgency of climate action to a broad public, even though they do not give a clear indication of the specific end-point. They provide a strong signal for higher ambition, however, as long as the aggregate anticipated effects of domestic mitigation action remains so far from these targets.
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57 Memorandum for the applicants in Environment JEUnesse (n 50) para 2.38.
58 Ibid paras 2.39, 2.46.
59 See Edenhofer, ‘Technical Summary’ in WG3’s Contribution to AR5 (n 53) 52: ‘The vast majority of scenarios reaching about 450 ppm CO₂eq in 2100 involve concentration overshoot.’
60 ‘Memorandum for the applicant in support of urgency application’ in Mataatua District Māori Council (n 40) para 13.
61 Petition of Ali (n 16) 29.
62 See Memorandum for the applicants in Carvalho (n 15) para 260.
63 J Rogelj et al, ‘Mitigation Pathways Compatible with 1.5°C in the Context of Sustainable Development’ in Special Report on 1.5°C (n 36) 108.
64 Ibid 96.
65 Ibid 107.
66 See ibid 107.
67 Paris Agreement (n 33) art 2.1 (chapeau).
B. Breaking-down a global, long-term objective into time-bound, individual obligations

The second step of the top-down approach to interpret a State’s general mitigation obligations consists in breaking down the global, long-term mitigation objective in the time-bound, individual obligation of a given State. The task of lawyers would be easier if the global mitigation objective was an immediate and absolute cessation of all GHG emissions, as the implication of this objective would be clear: each State would be bound to stop GHG emissions. The difficulty, however, relates to the fact that States recognize some level of GHG emissions as unavoidable for some time, framing cooperation as a matter of ‘mitigation’ rather than ‘cessation,’ and adopting global mitigation objectives which leave some room for States, both individually and collectively, to decide where and when GHG emissions have to stop.71 Thus, a problematic process of interpretation is necessary to determine what a global, long-term objective implies for a State’s mitigation action on the short- to medium-term.

Two distinct questions arise at this second step of the top-down approach. One question regards the contribution that a given State should make to the achievement of the global mitigation objective. The other question relates to the timing of mitigation efforts towards a long-term mitigation objective in order to determine what a State must do on the medium-term.72 In turn, there are two methods to address these questions, starting either with the question of a State’s contribution, or with the question of the timing of mitigation action. Thus, the national budget method consists in inferring a State’s contribution to global climate change mitigation on the long-term, in terms of a national ‘budget’ of GHG emissions, before determining, if needed, the mitigation action that the State must take on the medium-term in order to respect with this budget. By contrast, the global pathway method seeks first to trace a global mitigation pathway consistent with the long-term mitigation objective, including medium-term milestones, before determining the implications for a State’s requisite action on the medium-term. In principle, both methods should demonstrate the same conclusions through different means.

The national budget method may appear as the most instinctive, as it leaves it to each State to determine how best to use ‘its’ budget of GHG emissions.73 A global budget compatible with any particular mitigation objective can be estimated (though with a wide margin of uncertainty),74 and then broken down among States. Yet, the difficulty is that there is no objective basis to break down a global budget of GHG emissions into national budgets. Through thirty years of intense negotiations, States could only agree that their participation in global efforts on climate change mitigation would be decided ‘on the basis of equity and in accordance with their common but differentiated respective capabilities,’75 and with a view to their ‘different national circumstances’—and that, ‘accordingly, developed country Parties [to the UNFCCC] should take the lead in combating climate change.’76 There is no general agreement on any specific interpretation of these principles, in particular not on the weighing of different criteria, such as equality, responsibility and capability, in determining each State’s requisite contribution. In practice, each State tends to adhere to a conception of equity which is broadly in line with its interests.78
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71 This problem is more acute in relation to relatively lose objectives, which leave more room for manoeuvre to States. Yet, even the 1.5°C target leaves some room for manoeuvre, as it does not command the immediate cessation of all sources of GHG emissions.
72 I use ‘medium-term’ to refer to the timeline in which mitigation action can be formulated, adopted and implemented, typically several years.
73 This, arguably, is more in line with the ‘principle of sovereignty of States in international cooperation to address climate change,’ reaffirmed in UNFCCC (n 12) recital 10.
75 UNFCCC (n 12) art 3.1.
76 Paris Agreement (n 33) art 2.2.
77 UNFCCC (n 12) art 3.1.
For lack of such a general agreement on the distribution of the carbon budget among States, arguments relying on the national budget method must rely on unsubstanciated normative assumptions. For example, the applicants in Carvalho v Parliament and Council contend that an equal individual right to cumulative GHG emissions should be the principle guiding the distribution of a global carbon budget among States: in their view, ‘the EU can use no more than its share of emissions, in accordance with its proportionate share of the world’s population.’ The applicants’ argument that the EU must implement more stringent mitigation action depends entirely on this assumption. Yet, while the principle of an equal individual right to cumulative GHG emissions clearly has some moral traction, so do a number of other equity criteria relating for instance to responsibility, capacity or to the right to development. An obvious objection to grounding international cooperation on climate change mitigation entirely on equality is that this approach would fail to exploit opportunities for more effective mitigation action where they lie, such as the ability of developing countries to ‘leap-frog’ a high-emission development stage directly into an advanced low-emission economy: by delaying mitigation action in the name of equality, this theory would further harm those already affected by the impacts of climate change.

After establishing a national budget, the next step would be to determine what this budget implies for the State in the medium-term. The applicants in Carvalho v Parliament and Council argued that the EU must not postpone mitigation efforts and, accordingly, that it must at least impose emission reductions on a linear basis (i.e. by achieving a fixed amount of emission reduction year after year). This is, at best, a wise political argument, but not obviously a legal one. In contrast, the High Court of New Zealand held that the government had no obligation to take the most cost-effective pathway towards the achievement of its 2050 target. The circumstances in which a court should grand judicial review because a government appears to postpone mitigation efforts should be limited to circumstances where such decision appears as clearly unreasonable, in view for instance of the disproportionate costs of delayed mitigation action and of the additional impacts associated with the faster pace of warming that this may involve.

Alternatively, the global pathway method focuses first on the timing of global mitigation efforts before drawing implications for any individual State’s requisite mitigation action. Climate treaties and COP decisions provide clarification on the medium-term implications of long-term mitigation objectives, but these provisions are vague, either with regard to the time horizon, or to the mitigation target. Thus, the Paris Agreement provides a specific target—a global peaking and the cessation of net GHG emissions—but no specific time horizon—as ‘as soon as possible’ and ‘in the second half of this century’. On the other hand, some COP decisions relate specifically to the 2020 horizon, but call, in vague terms, for ‘a deviation in emissions relative to “business as usual” emissions’, or for ‘aggregate emission pathways consistent with
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79 Memorandum for the applicants in Carvalho (n 15) para 266.
80 Ibid para 284.
82 See Memorandum for the applicants in Carvalho (n 15) paras 275-276.
83 At best because some assumptions on the development and deployment of technology could suggest otherwise. See e.g. below note 93.
84 Thomson (n 38) para 176.
85 Besides the overall level of warming, scientists have highlighted that the pace of warming may also be of great importance, as ecosystems, in particular, are less able to adapt to a more rapid warming. See A Abdulla et al, ‘Technical Summary’ in Special Report on 1.5°C (n 36) 35-36.
86 See note 29 for provisions of mostly a historical relevance.
87 Paris Agreement (n 33) art 4(1).
88 UNFCCC Decision 1/CP.16 (n 32) para 48.
having a likely chance of holding the increase in global average temperature below 2°C or 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.  

More specific milestones can be inferred from climate science, but only with a relatively high degree of uncertainty. Thus, the IPCC’s medium-confidence estimate in 2018 was that, in order to have an even chance of limiting warming to 1.5°C, cumulative carbon emissions from 2018 onwards should not exceed 580 GtCO₂. While developing a range of ‘least-cost mitigation pathways’ compatible with this objective, the IPCC also recognized that what such constraints mean for mitigation pathways depends about ‘a range of assumptions about economic growth, technology development and lifestyles.’ For instance, such scenarios vary significantly depending in whether they assume the possibility of deploying technologies to remove atmospheric carbon dioxide (such as bioenergy with carbon capture and storage) at a sufficient time and pace to remove substantial quantities of carbon dioxide. The IPCC’s analysis suggests that the 1.5°C target is more likely to be achieved if global GHG emissions peak before 2030, are in a range of 25-30 GtCO₂-eq in 2030, and cease around 2050.

In turn, medium-term milestones—e.g. the limitation of global emissions to 25-30 GtCO₂-eq in 2030—need to be broken down into national targets, which raises the same issues as described above in relation to the national budget method. As an intermediary step, the global milestone can be broken down into a milestone applicable only to a group of countries, for instance Annex I Parties, based on the notion that they ‘should take the lead in combating climate change.’ In Urgenda v. the Netherlands, the District Court and the Court of Appeal of the Hague both considered that a 450 ppm scenario requires 25 to 40% emission reduction in Annex I countries by 2020 (1990 basis), based on AR4’s estimate of the most likely mitigation pathways. This seemingly inspired the applicants in ENvironment JEUnesse v. Canada, who relied on the AR5 to suggest that Annex I Parties as a whole would need to halve their GHG emissions by 2030 (2010 basis) in a least-cost pathway consistent with the same concentration scenario. Yet, these milestones tend to be extremely approximate, hence of limited help, as more specific milestones would need to rely on questionable normative assumptions regarding particular equity theories.

The determination of milestones for Annex I Parties is only a small step closer from determining the requisite mitigation action of an individual State. In what follows, courts typically make fleeting references to some equity criteria—including both responsibility-based criteria (e.g. historical and current
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emissions, profits drawn from the GHG-emitting industries and capacity-based criteria (e.g. ‘technical and economic capacity,’ emissions profile— but do not go at any length in explaining how these various criteria ought to be weighed. The Court of Appeal in Urgenda, for instance, simply noted that the Netherlands had to “assume its responsibility” given its higher-than-average per capita GDP and per capita GHG emissions—all the more so because it had “profited from fossil fuels for a long time.” On this basis, the Court summarily concluded that the Netherlands had to achieve at least as much as the average Annex I State, namely at least 25% emission reduction by 2020 (1990 basis). It does not seem that either party to the dispute produced any detailed analysis of the responsibility of the Netherlands for climate change or of its capability to achieve this emission target.

Compared with the national budget method, the global pathway method relies on scientific report to situate a State’s medium-term target in the context of a group of States’ most likely medium-term milestone. Yet, both methods face the same difficulties, in particular the difficulty of determining what contribution a single State should make to collective efforts, in the absence of generally agreed theory of equity. If States agreed on one thing throughout 30 years of negotiations, it is that—contrary to the approach of the applicants in Carvalho v. Parliament and Council—no single equity criterion can guide differentiation in isolation. Yet, litigants and courts may not have the time, resources or expertise to assess what would constitute a State’s fair share based on multiple complementary criteria, and they lack the legitimacy to draw conclusions when multiple criteria point in different directions.

As a whole, the top-down approach to the definition of a State’s general mitigation obligation is fraught with difficulties. It requires the interpretation of an elusive global mitigation objective and questionable assumptions about the principles that ought to guide effort-sharing. Arguments using a top-down approach may be persuasive, and they may succeed in courts, but this is likely to be limited to cases where a State patently fails to take mitigation action at the requisite scale (and a fortiori when the State takes virtually no mitigation action at all). In many more subtle cases, States will likely be within a very broad ‘grey zone’ where the top-down method alone will not be able to determine whether a State complies with its general mitigation obligation.

IV. The bottom-up approach
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By contrast to the top-down approach, various bottom-up methods make it possible to interpret a State’s general mitigation obligation without developing a complete theory of global cooperation on climate change mitigation.

Bottom-up methods typically differ from the top-down approach in two ways. First, they tend to put emphasis on the efforts made by States, rather than on their quantified outcomes. This reflects the true nature of general mitigation obligations as obligations of means—the obligation for States to strive towards a particular outcome—whether the obligation arises under general international law and international environmental law, or as part of States’ positive obligations in human rights law. A State must, in particular, formulate, adopt and implement measures on climate change mitigation. As such, the failure of a State to formulate any measure, adopt the measures it has formulated, or implement the measures it has adopted, could denote a breach of the State’s general mitigation obligations, unless it could be justified (e.g. adoption of alternative measures). In particular, the growing recognition of the principles of non-regression and progression provides a useful benchmark to assess the evolution of a State’s mitigation action.

Second, bottom-up methods tend to provide more deference to the political processes through which a State’s mitigation action is determined. The focus is on the internal consistency between the statements and the conduct of a State or between its efforts to address local and global environmental concerns, although considerations can be extended to compliance with transnational benchmarks for mitigation action (e.g. the prohibition of flaring in oil production). While the top-down approach starts with the need for global cooperation on climate change mitigation, the bottom-up approach begins with an assessment of the capability of a State to take measures towards the prohibition of excessive GHG emissions.

Three important methods to interpret States’ general mitigation obligations from a bottom-up approach are identified and discussed in the following. The first method is a test of the internal consistency of a State’s policy and action on climate change mitigation. The second method relies on a comparison between the State’s efforts to address local environmental concerns and its efforts to mitigate climate change to determine whether the State is implementing mitigation action commensurate with its capability. The third method relates to the implementation of emerging transnational good practices with regard to climate change mitigation.

A. Demand for internal consistency

A first method to test a State’s compliance with its general mitigation obligations from a bottom-up approach is to rely on the State’s own interpretation of these obligations. This method may rely alternatively, before various courts, on the concept of estoppel (common law) or the maxim ‘\textit{Venire contra factum proprium non valet}’ (civil law), both of which prevent a party to a dispute from arguing against what it has already admitted—or it could rely more generally on the general principle of good faith in international
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law. Through these various grounds, a court is able to give weight to a State’s own admission of what its general mitigation obligations imply.

From the Cancún Pledges to the Nationally Determined Contributions, States have been called to communicate specific time-bound commitments on climate change mitigation through formal avenues. Other commitments have also been made through various regional forums or bilateral declarations. International law obligations may arise from such commitments, either under the Paris Agreement, or under the declarations themselves when they constitute a public expression of the intention of the State to be bound. But even when these commitments create no legal obligation, they are statements of a State’s own interpretation of its general mitigation obligations and ought to be given some weight when a court is called upon to assess whether the State has complied with these general mitigation obligations.

Thus, courts can frequently rely on a State’s international commitments to interpret its general mitigation obligations. In Demanda Generaciones Futuras v. Minambiente, the Supreme Court of Colombia was to decide of an alleged breach of the obligation of the national government and other public authorities to protect human rights on the ground of a lack of action on climate change mitigation, in particular in relation to a creeping rate of deforestation. Relying on Colombia’s 2011 Cancún Pledge and on a joint statement of 2013 in which Colombia had pledged to stop all deforestation in its portion of the Amazonian forest by 2020, the Supreme Court construed Colombia’s human rights obligations as implying an obligation to take measures to stop deforestation. This method appears to have inspired other applicants, in particular in a case pending before the National Green Tribunal of India, where applicants seek an injunction of the government to take steps towards honouring its international commitments on climate change mitigation on the basis of the doctrine of public trust as well as constitutional provisions.
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Beside the implementation of international commitments, internal consistency may also be tested in the process through which decisions are made on mitigation action. Thus, in *Indigenous Environmental Network v. Department of State*, the District Court of Montana quashed the decision of the Department of State under the Trump Administration to authorize the construction of the Keystone XL Pipeline, which the same department had prevented in 2015 under the Obama Administration, on the ground that the agency had failed to provide ‘a reasoned explanation’ for disregarding prior factual findings relating to the impact of the project on climate change.\(^{130}\) A similar reasoning can be applied in relation to a national target. In *Urgenda v. The Netherlands*, the District Court as well as the Court of Appeal of the Hague put some emphasis on prior statements whereby the Dutch government had recognized the need and the feasibility of a national target of 30% emission reduction by 2020 (1990 basis), highlighting in particular that the State had provided no scientific or economic justification for its change of mind.\(^{131}\) This lack of consistency reinforced the conclusions drawn by the Courts in *Urgenda* based on a top-down approach.\(^{132}\) These arguments relate closely to the emerging principle of non-regression, according to which States should ‘refrain from allowing activities or adopting norms that have the effect of reducing the global level of environmental protection guaranteed by current law,’\(^{133}\) or even a more demanding principle of progression, as suggested in the Paris Agreement.\(^{134}\)

Furthermore, States have arguably an obligation to review their mitigation action as needed on a regular basis and following relevant developments. Thus, in *Thomson v. Minister for Climate Change Issues*, the High Court of New Zealand held that the government had the obligation to ‘update [its] individual measures in light of’ new scientific information.\(^{135}\) Nevertheless, the court concluded that no update was necessary in the case as issue as the applicants had not provided evidence of ‘any material change from the AR4 to the AR5 which affects the 2050 target.’\(^{136}\) A similar line of argument was submitted by the appellants in *Plan B v. The Secretary of State for Business*, who contend that the British Government had the obligation to revise its 2050 target following recent developments, in particular the adoption of a more stringent objective in the Paris Agreement than in previous COP decisions.\(^{137}\) Following the same line of reasoning, these arguments relate closely to the emerging principle of non-regression, according to which States should ‘refrain from allowing activities or adopting norms that have the effect of reducing the global level of environmental protection guaranteed by current law,’\(^{133}\) or even a more demanding principle of progression, as suggested in the Paris Agreement.\(^{134}\)

Change Litigation Databases developed by the Sabin Center for Climate Change Law (n 8). See also the amended plaint of Mbabazi in *Mbabazi v Attorney General* (Uganda) (2 August 2015) <https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/58dedb883e00be3d0a71899e/1491000234231/UgandaAmendedPlaint.pdf>, seeking compliance with treaties, in particular the obligation to conduct GHG emission inventories and to take measures for climate change mitigation and adaptation.


\(^{131}\) See e.g. *Urgenda* (District Court) (n 5) paras 4.29, 4.70; *Urgenda* (Court of Appeal) (n 5) para 52.

\(^{132}\) A similar argument is now presented by the applicants in *Klimaatzaak*, which rely on objectives that Belgium promoted in climate negotiations for all Annex I Parties and, in their proceedings against the regional Government of Wallonia, on a regulation containing a long-term mitigation target. See memorandum of Klimaatzaak (n 16) paras 37, 84 and 88.


\(^{134}\) See Paris Agreement (n 33) art 4.3; see also ‘Modalities, procedures and guidelines for the transparency framework for action and support referred to in Article 13 of the Paris Agreement’ in annex of decision -/CMA.1 (14 December 2018), para 121(s).
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UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet argued in the run-up to COP24 that, in the context of an ambition gap, States ‘have an obligation to strengthen their mitigation commitments in order to prevent the worst impacts of climate change.’  

Last but not least, States’ general mitigation obligations can be interpreted as implying that States must act consistently with the long-term objective of a cessation of their interference with the climate system. Thus, the UNFCCC recognizes ‘stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere’ as a collective objective, while the Paris Agreement calls its Parties to ‘formulate and communicate long-term low greenhouse gas emission development strategies.’ In this context, States should be able to justify how current action is consistent with such a long-term strategy. While this method does not seem to have been decided by any court yet, it has already been invoked by the applicants in Juliana v. US, who submitted that the US has ‘to prepare and implement an enforceable national remedial plan to phase out fossil fuel emissions and draw down excess atmospheric CO2 so as to stabilize the climate system.’ In turn, once such a long-term strategy has been adopted, courts ought to have a hard look at any alleged failure of the government to achieve intermediary steps, for instance by ensuring that the State has a strategy to limit total cumulative national emissions within a certain ‘budget.’ As discussed above, even though a State probably does not have an obligation to adopt the least-cost mitigation pathway, it must not postpone mitigation action if this results in disproportionate costs or additional impacts. This method may lead to outcomes very similar to those of a top-down approach, but without requiring a court to determine a global mitigation objective and a State’s requisite contribution to its achievement.

Thus, this method allows to interpret general mitigation obligations as a patchwork of specific steps that States must take—and that courts can test—, in particular the formulation a long-term objective to cease any substantial net GHG emissions and the adoption, reviews and effective implementation of measures of an increasing ambition consistent with this long-term strategy. Various institutional developments fostered by climate treaties such as the Paris Agreement enhance the relevance of this method. For instance, the review of national mitigation action under the transparency framework and under the compliance mechanism of the Paris Agreement will help prospective applicants to identify and document situations where a State fails to act on its promises, and courts to assess such shortcomings. Domestic litigation could help to ensure that national authorities give strong consideration to the possibility of review their mitigation action every five years following the outcomes of global stocktaking exercises. The demand for internal consistency can thus go a significant way in ensuring that national governments do not evade their responsibilities.
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B. Obligation of non-discrimination

Beside internal consistency, an alternative way to assess a State’s mitigation action from a bottom-up perspective uses the State’s policies on the protection of the local environment as a benchmark. A State’s general mitigation obligations implies an obligation to cooperate with other States ‘in good faith and in a spirit of partnership’—and hence, at the very least, no to seek to free-ride on the efforts of others. To assess a State’s fair share in global cooperation on climate change mitigation without the determination of a global mitigation objective and a theory of equity, it is possible to use the State’s efforts to protect its local environment as an indication of its capacity and willingness to invest in environmental protection. For instance, a State which adopts measures to reduce air, water and land pollution within its territory, but systematically excludes climate change mitigation from the scope of these measures without particular justification, is probably not displaying its ‘highest possible ambition’ on climate change mitigation. Likewise, a State which invests massive resources to address local environmental concerns, but comparatively very little to mitigate climate change, is also seemingly failing to cooperate in good faith to global efforts on climate change mitigation.

This method relates to the more general idea that States have an obligation not to discriminate in their environmental policies against environmental concerns of a transboundary or global nature. Thus, it has been suggested that States have the obligation to ‘apply their own environmental laws without discriminating between internal environmental harm and environmental harm to areas external to the State.’ The principle of non-discrimination in environmental law has generally been invoked in cases where there were no precise international norms and no political support to far-reaching harmonization of national laws. It is of greater practical relevance in countries with demanding domestic standards, which, in environmental matters, tend to be developed countries. From a procedural standpoint, this principle requires that the persons affected by transboundary environmental harm have equivalent recourses and remedies as the persons affected within the State’s own territory. From a more substantive standpoint,
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This principle suggests that the transboundary impact of an activity be weighed as if they occurred within the State’s own territory, and the same standards should be applied.

The principle of non-discrimination can be extended to global environmental concerns such as climate change to suggest that States must not exclude the application of their environmental laws to climate change mitigation without justification. This may apply in relation to both procedural and substantive standards. On the one hand, States must not arbitrarily exclude climate change mitigation from their general procedures on environmental protection. This notion has been reflected in debates on the scope of the environmental assessment (i.e. environmental impact assessment and strategic environmental assessment) of proposed activities likely to have a significant impact on the environment. In various countries, debates have taken place regarding the extension of such procedures to integrate an assessment of the impact of proposed activities on the climate system. Most courts decided that considerations for climate change mitigation had to be mainstreamed in such procedures, and the courts which decided otherwise did so only because they considered that more appropriate measures offering equivalent constraints were applied to climate change mitigation. Like any environmental assessment, a climate assessment ensures that a proposed activity is consistent with the national mitigation strategy, that alternatives have been considered, and that all costs and benefits have been weighed.

On the other hand, the principle of non-discrimination may also apply with regard to substantive matters. In practice, it may be particularly difficult to conduct a meaningful comparison between the efforts of a State to address local environmental concerns and to mitigate climate change. Litigation could build on experience with diffuse and indirect discriminations in human rights and economic law. Certain measures could be considered inherent discriminatory, for instance a hypothetical policy to invest heavily in ‘clean coal’ technologies, approached as technologies that reduce air pollution without addressing carbon dioxide emissions. Likewise, the failure of a State to take measures on climate change mitigation under a general instrument on environmental protection could appear discriminatory. Thus, in Environmental Protection Agency v. Massachusetts, the US Supreme Court held that an agency’s refusal to regulate GHG emissions among other air pollutants from motor vehicles was ‘arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise not in accordance with the law.’ The Court highlighted matters of internal consistency (i.e. the first bottom-up method described above), for instance by noting that the Environmental Protection Agency had provided ‘ardent support for various voluntary emission-reduction programmes,’ thus recognizing the importance of any ‘incremental step’ towards the mitigation of climate change. But this inconsistency with a statutory
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provision reflected the agency’s reluctance to impose any mandatory standard for climate change mitigation, whose impacts mostly take place beyond the State’s territory.

C. Benchmarks

A third bottom-up method interprets a State’s general mitigation obligation based on a comparison with the mitigation action carried out by its peers. Thus, the action of other States in broadly similar circumstances is used as evidence States’ common interpretation of their general mitigation obligations.164 The advantage of this method is that it is relatively straightforward (even though there could be some discussions about what precisely constitutes a relevant benchmark): compared with the top-down approach, this method does not require a comprehensive theory of global cooperation on climate change mitigation. Its downside, however, stems from its comparative basis: this method will lead to conservative interpretations of States’ general mitigation obligations as long as the comparator—States’ current mitigation action—is inconsistent with a global mitigation objective.165

In its most rudimentary form, this method consists in a comparison of a State’s overall mitigation action with that of others. The High Court of New Zealand followed this method in Thomson v. Minister for Climate Change, holding that New Zealand’s 2030 mitigation target (30% emission reduction, compared with 2005) was ‘fair’ when compared with those of Australia, Canada, Japan, the EU and the US (all falling between 25% and 36% emission reduction on the same basis).166 A similar argument was made by the applicants in Klimaatzaak v Belgium, suggesting that Belgium’s mitigation target should be compared with those of Germany, Denmark, the United Kingdom and Sweden.167

This method (like all others) must be used with restraint. Leaving aside the selection of comparators, this method also fails to take into account any national circumstances that may suggest, for instance, different capabilities among these developed countries. Besides the overall rate of emission reduction, comparisons could focus on the efforts carried out by States, with variables relating to the cost of mitigation measures (e.g. marginal abatement cost, overall proportion of GDP invested in climate change mitigation), the price charged on GHG emissions (e.g. level of carbon tax, price of emission allowance under a market mechanism), or the emissions themselves (e.g. GHG intensity in particular sectors, deviation from business as usual).168 No single comparison based on a single variable could be conclusive, but a bundle of comparisons could provide a general idea of whether a State’s mitigation action is on a par with others.

In a more elaborate form, this method seeks to identify more specific benchmarks from the emerging transnational recognition of good practices in climate change mitigation. These benchmarks may relate to procedures, actions or outcomes that States, or some groups of them, have largely recognized as at least an aspirational good practice. Such benchmarks may also have been promoted by international organizations or influential non-State actors, such as industry organizations capable of identifying realistic sectorial
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opportunities for mitigation action in a credible way. Such benchmarks are not necessarily binding per se, but they are relevant in interpreting States’ general mitigation obligations because they provide an objective point of comparison. The systematic failure of a State to take any measure towards compliance with such benchmarks may evidence a breach of general mitigation obligations.

Some of the clearest benchmarks at the moment are of a procedural nature. For instance, States have largely recognized the adoption and publication of progressive mitigation targets on a regular basis as part of any State’s bona fide action on climate change mitigation. The process, created by the UNFCCC, is now institutionalized through procedural obligations under the Paris Agreement. Yet, as some States may never ratify the Paris Agreement or then withdraw from it, this procedural benchmark would remain relevant to the interpretation of their general mitigation obligations.

Likewise, States have largely recognized the scientific assessment of, and public consultations on activities likely to result in significant amounts of GHG emissions as a benchmark. As a corollary of the due diligence obligation of a State on its territory and of the no-harm principle, the International Court of Justice recognized ‘the requirement under general international law to undertake an environmental impact assessment where there is a risk that the proposed industrial activity may have a significant adverse impact in a transboundary context.’ A number of treaties apply a similar obligation when the risk affects an area beyond national jurisdiction or biological diversity. Lawmakers, national agencies and courts in various countries extended existing EA processes to include a climate assessment, and the Member States of the UN Economic Commission for Europe recognized the relevance of, in particular, strategic environmental assessments. This suggests that climate assessment is becoming a procedural standard on its own—not just under the principle of non-discrimination, as described in the previous subsection, in States which already have a general environmental assessment procedure in place.

Benchmarks of a substantive nature are also progressively emerging from the practice of States. For instance, there has been a growing support to the idea that economic incentives to GHG-intensive activities are to be reduced. For instance, the members of the G20 have affirmed a commitment to phase out fossil fuel subsidies over the medium-term. While these statements do not directly create a legal obligation, they should be taken into consideration when interpreting the general mitigation obligations of States.

Likewise, a growing number of interested States and other interested actors have given support to the idea of a prohibition of routine ‘flaring’ (i.e. the burning of waste gas) during the production of oil. In particular, twenty-seven national governments and one local government (California) have joined the World Bank’s ‘Zero Routine Flaring by 2030’ initiative, along with various oil companies and international financial
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institutions. Even though the initiative does not appear to be formally binding, these governments have contributed to framing a benchmark which can help to interpret the general mitigation obligations of States. Thus, the Oslo District Court in *Greenpeace Norway v. Government of Norway* held that the approval of oil extraction projects was lawful, noting, among other things, that the government had banned routine flaring. 

Additional benchmarks will inevitably emerge as States continue to reduce their GHG emissions in the coming years and decades, forming a more advanced consensus on the need to prescribe, ban or regulate particular activities, processes, products, substances, or policy tools. Some governments have already taken steps towards preventing deforestation,

banning coal for power generation, preventing the sale of petrol and diesel vehicles, and restraining the production of fossil fuels, among others, while a transnational campaign is calling for restrictions in investments in the fossil fuel sector. Once a critical number of States participate to these initiatives, benchmarks will progressively be set, that courts could use as evidence to determine whether a State is acting in compliance with its general mitigation obligations.

V. Conclusion: two complementary approaches

This article identified two distinct approaches to the interpretation of States’ general mitigation obligations. The top-down approach seeks to define a global, long-term mitigation objective and to break it down in time and space to determine the requisite mitigation action for a given State at a given time. By contrast, bottom-up methods interpret a State’s general mitigation obligations based on the demand for internal consistency, the obligation of non-discrimination against environmental concerns of a transboundary or global nature, and emerging or already well-established benchmarks for mitigation action.

Both approaches have their advantages and their limitations. The top-down approach provides a comprehensive interpretation of a State’s obligation based on a theory of global cooperation on climate change mitigation as a whole, whereas the bottom-up approach can only identify some punctual elements of a State’s general mitigation obligations. On the other hand, while the top-down approach relies on a number of adventurous assumptions and must therefore be approached with great caution, bottom up methods can be significantly more precise. It is for instance much easier for a Court to order a State to implement a target which it has previously recognized as necessary and feasible (bottom-up approach), than to determine what the State’s ‘highest possible ambition’ really is in a true construction of the State’s general mitigation obligations (top-down approach)—even though the target once recognized by a State may fall short of the State’s highest possible ambition. In sum, the bottom-up approach allows a clear determination of some particular implications of a State’s general mitigation obligations, whereas the top-down approach provides a broader but more approximate interpretation.

177 World Bank, ‘Zero Routine Flaring by 2030’ (nd) <http://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/zero-routine-flaring-by-2030>. Instead of being burnt, the waste gas is to be collected and used or stored in deep geological formations.

178 *Greenpeace Nordic Association* (n 16) 27.

179 See for instance *Future Generations* (n 5).


184 Paris Agreement (n 33) art 3(4).
In practice, the top-down and bottom-up approaches are not necessarily exclusive; they often play a complementary role. In Urgenda, for instance, the District Court and the Appeal Court of the Hague both highlighted that the State’s past statements on a appropriateness and feasibility of a 30% emission reduction target confirmed the conclusions of a top-down analysis according to which the Netherlands should aim at least at 25% emission reduction by 2020 (1990 basis). In other cases, a top-down analysis may be used as evidence of circumstances requiring a revision of a national mitigation target (as suggested by the appellants in Plan B) rather than as evidence that a specific target should be adopted. In such cases, given the complexity of determining the fair share of a given State to global cooperation on climate change mitigation, a procedural remedy such as the order to revise the national mitigation target may be more in line with the subsidiary role of judicial institutions.

185 See Urgenda (District Court) (n 5); Urgenda (Court of Appeal) (n 5).
186 Plan B Earth, ‘Statement of facts and grounds’ (n 137) para 242.